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Abstract

Temperament (Mizaj) is the core concept of Unani system of medicine bearing a direct relationship with the personality of an individual. This study of human temperament began around 6th century BC with Hippocrates, and since then, scholars contemplated various factors that can assist in the determination of human nature. One such factor is physique that always intrigued philosophers and thinkers who tried to understand the human nature. Thus, many of the Unani physicians included it as a criterion of temperament assessment. Although, eras might have changed but human physique never ceased to amaze the people. Earlier people used to classify individuals based on temperaments and attributed certain qualitative physical traits with each of these temperament. But now the scenario has changed with research based advancements in science, and methods have progressed to quantitative classification of human physique based on anthropometric studies. This paper is an attempt to bring all those personalities on a single platform who have made any effort to understand human physique.
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1. Introduction

Humans are undeniably the most intellectual of all the species present on the face of the Earth. Ever since its creation, man has been questioning the world around him. Hence, in this quest he has also sought answers pertaining to human body and tried to quench his curiosities with constant reasoning. Unani System of Medicine is one such system that came into existence through thorough inquiries into human nature. Hippocrates (460–377 BC) is credited to be the pioneer of this system of medicine separating it from the realm of superstition and establishing it as a branch of science. It has a holistic approach based on theories that distinguishes it from other existing systems. One such theory is temperament, which holds that every single entity on the earth is different from the other based on its specific composition. Since, the concept of temperament is very crucial in terms of maintenance of health as well as management of disease, great emphasis was put on deducing methods for determining the temperament. Many of the great scholars came up with three to four criteria, except Ibn-e-Sina, who gave “Ajnas-e-‘Ashra”, the infamous ten parameters for assessing temperament of a healthy human.

2. Haiyat-e-Aa’za (Physique) as a determinant of Temperament (Mizaj)

Temperament and physique are positively correlated as body types are by nature "summaries" of many characteristics [1] and for at least two thousand years, people have believed that a man's character is revealed by his body [2]. The morphological and structural differences among human beings are unique and that is why no two humans are alike in body form. Even the identical twins (monozygotic) can be identified from each other although they develop from the single ovum and share exactly similar genetic information. These large differences in body form, morphology and physique in humans must form the basis for any attempt at classification and analysis of human physique. Pauline M. Alt states that human personality is a diverting subject for study, which leads its students to consider one phase, then another; to find one clear facet only to note that the new obliterates the old and that much confusion follows. However, one point of interest, which seems to have persisted since early times is the study of the relationship of physique and temperament [3].
The Greek physician Hippocrates divided men into two physical types viz., phthisic habitus (long and thin) and apoplectic habitus (short and thick), and suggested that men with the phthisic physique are particularly susceptible to tuberculosis while apopletics are predisposed to diseases of the vascular system. He also believed that these types varied temperamentally as well as physically [6, 8]. From the time of Hippocrates until today, there is a continuous quest to find out and establish a relationship between men’s temperament and their hai’at (physique). Probably that is why Hai’at-e-Aa’za remained the most important parameter of temperament determination. Even the ten parameters of temperament determination (Ajnas-Aa’za) proposed by Ibn-e-Sina are incomplete without it as it not only reflects the temperament but also directly helps in its assessment [6].

3. Haiyat-e-Aa’za (Physique) in classical Unani texts

Physique is sometimes used equivalent to Hai’at-e-Aa’za, which is an important stepping-stone in the path of assessing one’s temperament that deals with the shape, size, structure and appearance of the human body as a whole or its parts. The Greco-Arab physicians have clearly mentioned in their texts as to how the physique can be of help in determining the temperament. Views of some scholars about Hai’at-e-Aa’za were as mentioned below:

According to Galen (129-200AD), people with average built possess nearly moderate temperament, whereas, people with Hot & Dry Temperament are thin with good height while people with Cold & Moist Temperaments are flabby and Fatty. He further goes on to explain that the excess of bile results in thin and emaciated bodies, whereas excess of blood is responsible for a beautiful face and jolly nature [7]. Rabban Tabri (770-850AD) in his book “Firdaus-al-Hikmat (Paradise of Wisdom)” stated that excess of heat dries body fluids resulting in long and morphologically well shaped individuals. Their nose is thin and tongue is delicate. The residents of colder areas possess an excess of cold, which solidifies their body fluids, leading to an average body built in excess of fats. The inhabitants of mountain possess an excess of dryness along with cold, so they are of small stature [8]. Zakariya Razi (850-923AD) in his Kitab-al-Mansoori says that the body physique of equable temperament individuals is nearly ideal for instance the blood vessels are neither too prominent nor too concealed. The growth and development in hot temperament is quick, leading to a fully developed body in all aspects. In Cold individuals, there is a slower growth and development. Body with is fatty indicates moist temperament and an emaciated body suggests dry temperament [9].

Ali Ibn-e-Abbas Majusi (930-994AD) says that a person bearing a moderate temperament is neither fat nor thin. He further added that when there is more fat content and lesser muscle mass then the temperament is cold but moderate with respect to moisture and dryness. Vice-versa indicative of hot temperament with moderate wetness and dryness. An abundance of fat and muscles suggests a temperament equable in hot-cold qualities but dominant in moisture content. Similarly, an emaciated body tends to be moderate in hotness and coldness but has more of dryness than moisture.[10]

In Kitab-al-Maliki, Majusi penned down that muscles covering the should bee keenly observed as in some cases, there may be well developed muscle mass with thin bones, giving a false indication of a thin body type or vice versa [10].

Abu Sehal Masahi (960-1000 AD) says that temperament of muscles is warm and moist. While the muscles of children have more wetness, young have relatively more heat in their muscles, and muscles of elderly have a relatively dry temperament [11].

Ibn-e-Sina (980-1037 AD) mentions in Al-Qanoon fit-Tibb that hot temperament individuals possess broad, large and well developed chest, prominent blood vessels with while hand and feet are not narrow and short [12, 13]. The muscles around the joints are big because all the functions of growth and constitutional forms are accomplished by heat. The Cold temperament individuals possess opposite characteristics because, owing to cold, the natural faculties are inadequate to complete the functions of growth and creation. The persons of dry temperament have dry and rough skin, prominent joints, and prominent cartilages of trachea and nose.

Ahmad Hasan Jurjani (1041-1136 AD) says that people of hot and wet temperament possess an excess of flesh. Their blood vessels are prominent. If the consistency of organs and muscles is hard or tough, then it indicates dryness of mizaj. Hot and dry people have a broader chest. Qualities contrary to hotness and dryness indicate have opposite characters. Characteristics in between the above mentioned features i.e., a moderate body built is a sign of equable temperament [14].

Ibn-e-Rushd (1126-1198 AD) writes in Kitab-ul-Kulliyat also described the same features of human body as mentioned by Ibn-e-Sina. He says, ”a body with moderate temperament is neither fat nor thin, but in between the two” [15].

Hakim Abdul Latif in Tajdeed-e-Tib write that all people have their own psycho-somatic characteristics and their appearance is different from one another, which means that each and every individual possesses its own specific temperament responsible for the differences in his functions, behaviour, appearance and thinking. This particular temperament is considered to be the specific temperament of that man [16].

Syed Ištiyiq Ahmad says that temperament influences body physique, therefore the development of different bodily organs and their built is because of their specific temperaments. Therefore, anatomically four body types (habitus) of personalities that are probably influenced by their respective temperaments are Hypersthenic type, Sthenic, Hyposthenic type, Asthenic type [7].

Hakim Itîkhâral Haque Takmili says that there is an inseparable relationship between temperament and physique. Although every organ has a specific shape and structure essential to its existence and functioning, failing to which no organ can normally form. But, it does vary from person to person with the limits of normalcy and owing to this difference apparent to naked eyes, different personalities are determined. This variation of structure and shape is also present amongst the internal organs, but that is not taken into account for assessment of individual temperament [17].

He then added that a person of hot and temperament has broader thorax with optimally developed limbs and thick musculature covering the joints. Whereas, an individual of cold temperament possess contrary characters. A dry temperament is indicated by lack of glow and dull features, exposed joints, prominence of nasal and tracheal cartilage. About moist temperament, he explains that development of organs cannot be achieved only through heat, but it also requires moistness. Therefore, indications of moistness are those of hot temperament.

While describing human physique he quoted Ibn-e-Sina that there is a direct relationship between body built and mizaj. He says that there is range i.e., an upper and lower limit of temperament in between which a particular temperament
dwell. If mizaj falls out of these limits, then it will lead to an imbalance in the temperament of body organs [18,19].

4. Classification of Physique

The notion of classifying physique into some meaningful system has considerable appeal providing stimulus for repeated efforts in this direction. Interest in classifying human physique dates from at least the time of Hippocrates, and since then, various systems have been developed. William Dagon (1970) gave several reasons for studying body form (physique) in relation to constitutional medicine; to predict in advance susceptibility and response to disease and therapy, to obtain clues to mechanisms underlying a detected association, to elucidate causes, and to identify several places in the web of causation at which intervention can help prevent disease [1].

There are several methods for describing the characteristics of the human body, including its classification according to the appearance or metric characteristics. Somatotyping is one such method used to appraise body shape and composition and is probably the best way to describe Hai’at-ul Aa’za in contemporary era.

The term "somatotype" was coined by William Herbert Sheldon in collaboration with S. S. Stevens and W. B. Tucker in his book “The varieties of Human Physique, An Introduction to Constitutional Psychology” in the year 1940. It was defined as the quantification of the three primary components determining the morphological structure of an individual expressed as a series of three numerals, the first referring to endomorphy, the second to mesomorphy, and the third to ectomorphy [20, 21, 22, 23].

According to Sheldon et al., somatotypes are morphophenotypic ranges along continua of variation, which possess constantly recognizable characteristics and are the functional end products of the whole genetic and developmental complex [20, 24]. This issue can be summarized in the words of Tanner as, “the problem in the classification of body shape is that it is difficult to measure and quantify, although it is relatively simple to observe” [25].

4.1 Methods of Somatotyping

Although the origin of somatotyping and anthropometry is very ancient, but the scientific anthropometry began only around 250 years ago with Johann Friedrich Blumenbach (1752-1840), who laid the foundations of Craniology.

Then, in the 17th century, J. S. Elsholtz a German physician coined the term ‘anthropometry’ [26] and established a method for taking body measurement that encompassed a wide variety of measurement procedures for determining a number of body dimensions [20]. Anthropometry is said to be the quantitative interface between anatomy and physiology. Approximately 200 years after Elsholtz, Quetelet became the first anthropometrist to statistically study the body measurements.

Then in the late 19th century, di Giovanni carried out a long series of anthropometric studies in the school of clinical anthropology founded by him at the University of Padua [20]. Later on an Italian physician Viola who was the pupil of di Giovanni differentiated three morphological types viz., macrosplanchnic, microsplanchnic and normosplanchnic. Of these he observed macrosplanchnic to be approximately the same as habitus apoplecticus, whereas, microsplanchnic were similar to habitus phthisicus [20, 21].

i) Macrosplanchnic (Brachitype): This type was characterized by massiveness and robustness of body with short limbs relative to trunk, short transverse diameter relative to the antero-posterior diameter, and short thorax relative to the abdomen

ii) Microsplanchnic (Longytype): They had long limbs relative to their trunk volume, large thorax relative to their abdomen, a large transverse diameter relative to anterior posterior diameter.

iii) Normosplanchnic (Normatype): The normatypes were in between the above two types, characterized by normally proportional limbs versus trunk, thorax versus abdomen, transverse versus anteroposterior widths.

Huter (1880) presented another important trichotomous classification of the 19th century, dividing people into cerebral, muscular and digestive types with predominating ectodermic, mesodermic and endodermic structures respectively [20].

German psychiatrist, Ernst Kretschmer in the first edition of his “Körperbau und Charakter” (Physique and Character) in the year 1921 described four physical and psychic types viz., pyknic, athletic, asthenic and dysplastic physiques. Later asthenic was substituted with leptosomic [20, 21, 22].

i) Pyknic type is typically short and thick with large body cavities but short extremities, round chest and their body is generally well padded with fat.

ii) Athletic physique has a well developed musculature and bony structure and the body is generally well proportioned.

iii) The leptosome is characterized by linearity of trunk, limbs, and face. The bones are small and there is little musculature.

iv) Dysplastic category covers individuals with incongruous admixtures of the other three types.

Sheldon recognized that every individual instead of being a particular somatotype was a mixture of all the three basic components of physique that were present in varying degrees in them [28]. He believed that the somatotype is the trajectory that an individual follows provided average nutritional conditions and absence of any major illness [20]. He originally named these three body types as pyknosomic, somatosomic and leptosomic and later replaced them with endomorph, mesomorph and ectomorph, which can be understood as follows:

i) Endomorphs reflect that component of physique, which is derived from the innermost embryonic layer, endoderm, with predominance of soft roundness throughout the various regions of the body. Endomorph’s digestive viscera are highly developed while the somatic structures are relatively weak and undeveloped. They have lots of body fat and muscle, and tend to gain weight easily. They don’t have to necessarily be overweight [20, 22, 23, 29].

ii) Mesomorphs is an individual having a body type in which tissues derived from the mesoderm predominate. Such a physique is normally heavy, hard, firm, upright, and relatively strong and tough with a rectangular outline. Blood vessels are large, especially the arteries. The skin is relatively thick as it is heavily reinforced with underlying connective tissue and skin pores are large. They are neither overweight nor underweight, as they tend to gain and lose weight without too much effort [20, 22, 23, 29].

iii) Ectomorphic component is dominant when fragility, linearity, flatness of the chest and delicacy throughout the body are found. There is relatively slight development of
both the visceral and somatic structures. The ectomorph has long, slender, poorly muscled extremities with delicate, pipe stem bones, and he has, relative to his mass, the greatest surface area and hence the greatest sensory exposure to the outside world and largest brain and CNS. His nervous system and sensory tissue have relatively poor protection. Thus, the body is dominated by tissues derived from ectoderm. They have a hard time gaining weight. Such individuals would have a small face, a petite nose, and finely textured hair. The features derived from ectodermic layer like the skin, nails and sensory organs are most prominent in ectomorphs. [20, 22, 23, 29].

Reviewing Sheldon’s “The varieties of Human physique” and “The varieties of Temperament”, Nathan Israeli stated that these works make one continuous report from which Constitutional Psychology emerges with the aims of describing and interpreting the constitutional pattern of the individual personality [30].

During 1940s, Hooton (1951) modified Sheldon’s somatotype method and used the term ‘body-build’ instead of somatotypes. He made ratings based on height-weight ratio and inspection of standard somatotype photographs and defined components as; [20, 31].

First component deals with the concept of fat development; second was the concept of Bone size and muscle relief; and Third dealt with the concept of Relative attenuation or elongation of body. Bullen and Hardy (1946) derived a checklist of 105 specific points from Sheldon based on observable criteria for predominance of a component. Their endomorphy rating ranged from 1 to 6; mesomorphy from 2 to 7 and ectomorphy from 1 to 7 [20, 32].

Cureton (1947) devised a somatotype method that combined inspectional ratings of the photographs, palpation of the musculature, skinfold measurements, HWRs, and assessments of strength and vital capacity. He also developed an abbreviated checklist for somatotype rating. Cureton's simplified physique rating method rates External Fat, Muscular Development and Condition, Skeletal Development on a scale of 1 to 7 [33, 34].

Dupertuis & Emanuel (1956) elaborated on the criteria of the Sheldon defining endomorphy as soft roundness, mesomorphy as muscularity & solidity and ectomorphy as linearity and delicacy [20, 35].

Parnell (1954, 1958), a British physician was the first to use anthropometry to derive somatotype ratings that would correspond with the photoscopic ratings of Sheldon. His effort was to describe a short physical anthropometric method for obtaining somatotype [20, 36, 37]. Their method of estimating dominance of somatotype components chiefly depends on Standard Deviation Chart, designed based upon the anthropometric data obtained from 405 undergraduates at Oxford and Birmingham.

Heath (1963), who was a research associate with Sheldon from 1948 to 1952, critically examined the shortcomings in Sheldon’s method and suggested alterations and modifications in it. Later on in 1967, Heath and Carter ended up giving their own method of somatotyping, which evaluates the body form or physique at the given time compared to the unchanging somatotype of Sheldon [20, 38]. According to Heath and Carter, somatotype is the “quantification of the present shape and composition of the human body expressed in a sequential rating of three numbers, each representing the evaluation of three primary components of physique (endomorphy, mesomorphy and ectomorphy), always in the same order which describe individual variations in human morphology and composition”. [11, 20, 39, 40]. The first component indicates endomorphy i.e., the relative fatness, the second component indicates mesomorphy or relative musculo–skeletal robustness and the third component indicates ectomorphy, which is the relative linearity or slenderness of a physique.

6. Discussion

Human physique has always been a point of interest for those who wants to study human nature because no two people in this world are alike, not even identical twins. Also, there is a strong association of temperament with morphology and constitution and this difference is equally present in internal as well as external organs. In Unani Medicine, it is believed that the temperament of each person influences his physical and physiological properties. On this basis, many great scholars of this system presented the physical characters of different temperaments. Physique was a greatly emphasized trait because the shape and structure of human body as a whole or of its parts is the first thing that comes into the contact of a physician, and on inspection, a physician can easily evaluate the behavioral and psychological traits to a greater extent. So, the understanding of body physique has always been an important tool in assessing the temperament. However, this assessment was almost always subjective. But with the introduction of anthropometry over the past few centuries, human beings have been quantitatively categorized into various somatotypes, Heath and Carter’s somatotypes being the most recent one. Incorporation of these anthropometric methods in quantitative assessment of different temperaments can greatly benefit the Unani system of medicine by providing measurements not influenced by subjective errors and prejudices.
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